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SOME MODERN ADVAl.~CES IN THE STUDY OF PLAHT NUTRITION 

By D. R. Hoagland 
(Presented January, 1940, Ame:dcan Association Sugar Beet Technologists, Denver, 

Colorado) 

Two types of discussion might be envisaged in preparation for this 
occasion. One type would be concerned with the intensive development of some 
specialized phase of research in plant nutrition; the other with a general 
survey of a broader field. After consultation with a representative of your 
program committee I decid.ed to attempt the latter. It is my understanding that 
many technical interests are represented in this associnti on and that perha.ps 
only a relatively sma.ll group v..dll have spent much time in the study of tl1e 
literc:.ture of the aspects of plant nutrition \·!ith '!Jhich I shall deal. From 
those who are specialists in this field of study I must ask forbearance ,,.,hile 
I discuss q_uestions alree..dy familiar to them. I should also like to explain, 
in this introductory remark, that a considerable part of my illustrative 
rna terial will be ta.."l{en from research conducted at the University of California 
Agricultural Experiment Sto.tion, not because I have any wish to magnify this 
particular work, but because it seems to me that a more effective presentation 
of a subject can be made, if the speaker draws hea.vily on the experience with 
which he has had a more or less immediate contact.* 

My general theme is that of certain basic research underlying the 
management of the soil as a medium for su:,?plying essential minaral elements 
for plant gro,,'J'th. It might be anticipated that I should therefore at once 
embark on a. discussion of the su-oject of 11 plant foo\-lso 11 But it seems to me 
that this conventionr\1 approach may be misleading. The term "plant foods" it
self as used to designate a fe\\1' of the elements derived by the plant from the 
soil, although too \'lell established to be displaced, may give us a very in
compl ete and inaccurate impression of our general :;_Jroblem. We are in the 
danger of relegating too f a r in the background of our thinking the physiology 
of the plant. ire g row crops because the green p1ant ha.s the pov·rer of syn
thesizing from simple substances, principally carbon dioxide and water, organic 
compounds \'lhich not onl:r serve as its O'.m food and structural material, but 
also as the food of animals, and as industrial :?roductso 

The basis of this synthetic po1.-ver resides in that uniq_ue process, 
photosynthesis, by virtue of \vhich the radiant energy of sunlight is fixed and 
thus the energy imp orted from outside our planet ~~de available. Time worn as 
the idea may be, it is v'!orth ;r:epeating th::ct animal life, and civilization, in 
both its beneficient an~ malevolent manifestations, is in the present stag e 
of scientific development, utterly dep endent on photosynthesis, as it occurs 
from year to year or as it has occurred in past geologi ~al ages. There is 
not yet any foundation for the picture some times i !ll2,gined by popular i"Jri ters, of 
g reat factori es gathering sunlight on the roof and producing a stream of sugar. 
Indeed the sucrose of the plant has not yet been synthesized by even the most 
intricate processes of the laboratory. You me.,y be confident that you are 
engaged in one of t h e most fundamental occupations of mankind. 

It is true that the p rocess of photosynthesis has a low over-all effi
ciency. Usually less t han 1% of the tota l radiant energy of the sun falling 
on any g iven area will be s tored in the plant. But it is necessary to r ecall 
that the true biological eff iciency of this process must be measured in terms 
of ene rgy a·osorbed by the surfa.ce of the choroplas tid 1:1here the photosynthetic 

*A s eries -of lant ern slio.es \'las p r esented but the illus trB.ti ons are omitted 
from this publica tion. No a ttemp t is made in this general discussion to give 
lite rature citntions. A lftrge bibliog r c:_phy 1-wuld be required. 
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process occurs. Considered in this way the efficiency of utilization of energy 
may be remarkably high, for example, 60% or 70%, according to the results of 
some early investigations. ]ut recent sci en ti fie reports reveal divergent evi
dence as to just \vha t d.egree of efficiency the photosynthetic process can 
attain. Some conclude that the efficiency is much lower than tr~" t mentioned 
above. Many difficult questions of technique and of the interpretation of 
results arise. There are, however, indications, of special interest to our 
present discussion, tl~t the efficiency of the photosynthetic process may vary 
with tr .. e status of the plant in respect to mineral elements and may be dependent 
in part on the adequacy of the rimount s available to the photosynthetic system of 
elements lH::e iron, menganese, copper and zinc which function on a microscale. 
I shall later say something further of elements in this category. 

Understanding as we do the role of sunlight energy in the synthesis of 
plant products, it is \I!Orthy of remark th,,t so little effort is made by 
agronomi sts or horticulturists to measure and record the intensity and quality 
of the sunlight energy aYailabl e to crops in their diverse loca.ti ons, together 
\'lith other interrele.ted clirna tic datao The importance of this general question 
'Vras impressed on my mind last summer during a visit to the Ha\vaiian Islands. 
As some of you k:r:.0\1, in these islands, extraordinary differences in rainfall 
and in sunlight conditions may occur \vithin short distances. The Sugar Planters 
Experiment Station has cond.ucted. some ex:perime]1ts on the grO\vth of sugar cane 
at two localities, one of high raj nfnll and low· sunlight values, the other of 
relatively low rn.infall and high light values. Temperature differences are not 
very great. Soil 1vas transported from each locDl i ty to the other, so that plants 
could be grown in the t1.1JO t ~rpes of soil under the tt!JO climatic conditions. At 
the high-light station the erne pltmts produced several times as much sugar as 
at the low-light station as a result of both higher yields and higher percent
ages of sugar, 11rhen plants \vere grot.vn in amply fertilizer soil from either 
station. In other words, the potentialities of fertilizer ~1plications to in
crease plant grov.r th and sugar synthesis could not be understood 11ri thout reference 
to climatic conditions. 

I have spoken of the process of photosynthesis, a special function of 
green plants, but there is another ph~rsi ological process that occurs in all 
living organisms, namely- res:pirc•.tion, vrhich mus t always receive consideration 
along vdth photosynthesis. Respiration, in contrast to photosynthesis, leads 
to a loss of carbon a.."l.d the growth of the plant with increase of its dry \'l'eight 
is a net result of the two opposing processes. 

The mineral nutrition of the plant can be understood only on the basis 
of the interrelations between mineral elements absorbed by the plant and the 
synthesis of organic constituents or their clestruction --photosynthesis and 
respiration. A conspicuous illustration of the gener~l idea is found in the 
·utilization of nitrogen, usually absorbed b;,r the plant as ni trClte. Long ago 
the concept of ni trogen-carboh;rd:rate relations in the plant was formula ted, but 
at an earlier period there often existed lack of appreciation of the complexity 
of these relations and attempts "Vrere some times made to interpret them in a too 
narrow way. An important modern advance in our knO\.,rledge of plant nutrition is 
provided by research \vorkers in the fields of plant "bio-chemistry and plant 
physiology, who have made a good beginning in the study of the chemical pro
cesses involved in the reactions of carbohydrates, organic acids and absorbed 
nitrogen. In simple terms we may say that by altering the balance of these 
reactions, the plant may be profoundly influenced in its type of gro'!Jth with 
respect to processes of reproduction or of storage of s-:.1gar o:i' other carbohy-
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drate reserves. Therefore the intake of nitrogen ru:d the climatic factors 
affecting photosynthesis and respiration, in relation to vegetative grO\-Jth, 
reproduction and sto:-a.ge of sugar or other carbohydrates, require evaluation. 
It should be recalled that ,rhile photosynthesis is e.ccelerated "by in~reasing 
temperature, 'Vvithin certe.in temperature limits, under conditions of darkness 
or deficient light, only the p~ocess of respiration, resulting in loss of 
carbon, is increased \rlth increase of temperature. As another factor, recent 
evidence shows that excess nitrogen may greatly increase the rate of respira
tion in plant tissues. 

An illustration of nitrogen-sugar reb.tions of a type familiar to you 
may be cited from an experiment on the sugar "beet in California.. In certain 
districts in 'Vvhich beets are gro,:m in peat soils, it has been found that the 
high ni trat~ level maintcdned in the soil over a long period results in a 
great lo,Jering of sugar content. On the other h8.nd, in other experiments \"ith 
different soils and U..."lder other clim<S~tic conditions, applications of nitrogen 
have given increased yields as \vell as high percentages of sugar. In the le_tter 
case the initially high SUl'lply of nitrogen was not maintained too 1 ong during 
the season of gro\·rth~ Another example may be found in certain \vork being 
carried on in Ha111aii with the pineapple, in which it is sought to control 
nitrogen fertilization with regard to the stage of gro·vth of the plant and the 
climatic factors, especially the sunJ.igh t factor, as influencing sugar synthesis. 
It is beli eved that a large measu:::·e of economy has "been effected in the use of 
nitrogen fertilizers. 

I raise tlwse questions, which are of course not new ones 1 because it 
seems to me worth\vhile to suggAst that far more investigation is needed of 
the nitrogen metabolism of plants ~1ith the aid of the method.s of the biochemist 
and plant pl'>.ysiologist now under active d.evelopment. The biochemical experi
ments of the laboratQry ,,oulcl require too much tirn,e to describe, but I should 
like to mention the work at Corr..ell in 'I:Jhich the photosynthesis of apple trees 
growing under na.tural field conditions is being successfully studied. Of 
great interest are the researches of Thomas and Hill in Utah. These investi
gators have devised ingenious, automo.tic apparatus for measuring the rate of 
photosynthesis or respiration in the alfalfa or other plants, as influenced 
by climatic and other physiologicru conditions. It can scarcely be doubted 
that a better understanding of photosnythesis e~d respiration in relation to 
ni trogon metabolism has a d.efini to practical inter8st for problems of soil 
fertilization. An excellent e.xamplo is that of the sugar beet. 

The mineral elements absoi·bed from the soil are essential to the pro
cesses of photosynthesis, respiration ancl all other metabolic processes in the 
plant, but it is like,vise true that the absorption of these mineral elements 
is dependent on the organic metabolism of the plant. It is therefore a.ppro
pria te to present some principles regarding the absorption of mineral elements 
by roots. In this presentation it is convenient to eliminate the complexities 
of the smil from consideration for the moment, and to assume that \ve a.re 
studying plants grO\;ing with their roots immersed in a dilute nutrient solu
tion-- the method kno\vn as \·later-culture. At an earlier period agricultural 
chemists and plAAt physiologists commonly conceived that in such a system the 
roots absorbed the mineral nutrients by a process of simple diffusion. Some
times the root was even likened to a collodian bag as far as the absorption of 
the mineral nutrients \vas concerned. ~ve knO\'l now that any such view is un
tenable. Actually the root cells normally absorb minere,l solutes against con
centration gradients and this demands expencU ture of energyo The absorption 
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is a function of living, resp1.nng cells. A supply of oxygen and of organic 
compounds capable of yield.ing energy is essential. Further, the temperature 
of the root must be sui table for the maintenance of the chemical reactions 
of the living cell at a sui'fici ently rapid pace and yet not too high to produce 
excessive respiration. 

What is the significance of these conclusions in terms of availabili VJ 
of mineral nutrients? It is this: tha.t availability in its physiological, 
and therefore practical application, is not merely a question of the presence 
of the nutrients in the culture medium in proper form and amount, but is just 
as definitely a question of the physiologic~l status of the root determining 
its ability to grow, and increase in surfo.ce, not excluding th-1,t some passive 
movement of nutrients m~w take pl::l.ce through injured or physiologically inactive 
roots, as a result of tr~~spiration. 

i'l'e are fe.ced then with the generru problem of the essential req_uirements 
for root gro1:.rth and activity ... In the external environment there must be pro
vided an adec1uate assortment and gupply of oxygen; and in the internal environ
ment, a store of sugar or other lA.bile carbohydrates initially synthesized in 
the leaf E~nd then transported to the rooto J..re t~ere other internal or external 
requirements? This question is no\•f receiving careful study in a number of 
laboratories., One method of attack is to g :cow roots from excised root tips in a 
sterile culture sol t}.Ci on cf kno'.rn composition. SUE;<-1.r is pr·eserlted to the roots 
in the solution since the tor) of the plant c~mnot P.U) ply sugar to the root. 
Some years a~";o it \·ras JJrocecl by s everal investiga tor s thc. t tol!lG.tO roots could 
be kept growir.g in ·c~'lts ·.ray indefini te:cy, in certain ty!)8 S of culture solutions, 
One of the es~enti G. l. Cf")mp o;.wnts of ths solutions ,.,as an e xt:-a.c·t of ;sreasto 
Sub seq_uen tly seiTerr, J. i.nves tiga tv~.'s ind ep end en tly obta ined t-:v:l. Cc GT; ·)e t:r.a t one 
principal reason vrt.y :1ep.s ~ sxt rc.L> t '"as necessary '.vas tha -v it c c>:cJ. tai ned a 
vitamin-- kno\m to ·she a nir1al ph;rsiologist as vitamin B1 ., This vitc\min was 
found to be indispensd..ble for gro'-rth of roots of the spec1.es of plants investi
gat~d. Later \oJOrl: suggests th.:'.'G s tilJ. other vitamins or g.tovrth substances may 
be necesst'Jl'Y; for ex3!aple, nicotinic acid., the antipellngrR. vi t~1min of the 
animal physiologist. Such substances exert their effects in amazingly small 
q_uantities. A definitive result has be":ln attained. from even one millionth of 
a milligram of vi t:c.min BJ.., It is beeoming clee.r the.t plants do not synthesize 
vi tn.'llins as a philn.n·0hropic act for the benefit of the animal. Some, possibly 
all of these substances, have a role in the plf:'nt!s O',m gro'.vtho 

Let us attempt to summarize these r e searches on roots in terms of crop 
gro~·rth under natur::>,l conditions. The root is the org:::m by 1:1hich the p).ant makes 
its contact Hith the soil and the absorption of mineral nutrients depends on the 
physiolo:,ical activity of the roots 101lld on their gro'.rth and extension of surface, 
which determines the number of contacts made 'l'ri th soil particles. Since oxygen 
is necessary for root growth and normal absorption of mineral nutrients the 
importcn ce of soil aeration at once becomes obvious, \oTi th a.ll that this implies 
in terms of irrigation practice, soil cultivation, and cover crop practices. 
Sugar and gro' rth substances are required by the roots and. these are synthesized 
in the top of the plant, \•ri th the aid of solar energ;y. Therefore climatic 
conditions affecting photosynthesis have an influence in determining the rela
tion of the soil to the plant through its root sys tem. 

Thus far I have been assuming tha.t roots absorb the mineral nutrients 
from a simple nutrient solution. As applied to the soil this is the soil 
solution theory which has for many :rears usefully served as an interpretation 
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of the mechanism by which mineral nutrients become accessi ole to the plant. The 
concept is that these nutrients are absorbed by roots only after they have first 
dissolved in the soil solution. Undoubtedly the absorption of nutrients from 
the soil solution does have a major significance, as is indeed evident from the 
fact that some important nutrients, especially nitrate, are not adsorbed to any 
important degree by the colloids of the soil, and the negatively charged 
nitrate ion is necessarily accompanied in the soil solution by equivalent quan~ 
tities of positively charged ions such as calcium, magnesi~~ and potassium. 
Nevertheless, evidence has been obtained by Zenny and Overstreet in our labora
tory, and by several other investigators, in favor of the view that an addition
al meche.nism exists for the intake by the plant of certain nutrients which can 
be held in adsorbed condition by the colloids of the soil. This mechanism has 
been called "contact" intake of ions. Briefly, the idea is that the roots and 
soil colloid can make such an intimate contact that ions can migrate through 
the combined colJ.oidcil system of the root surface and soil colloid without hav
ing to enter a soil solution phase at all or, in non-scientific langUC~.ge , 
potassium, for example, can jump from the soil to the plant root. There is a 
physical-chemical basis for this theory, but its discussion 1V'OUld not fall with
in the scope of tl:;.is paper. I ma.y add th~.t some of the experimental evidence 
bets been gained by the use of a ne1v method of research made available by that 
remarkable development in physics ·oy \vhich many chemical elements can artifi-
cially be made ra.dioactive~ The ra.di·oacti ve elements become te.gged and their 
movement in the plant or antmal can be follo,:wd by detection of the radi oacti v
ity, for ,,.,hich exceedingly sensitive methods exist, The application of this 
nelv tool constitutes one of the imp orta nt r.3cent advances in the study of plant 
and animal nutrition. 

Much more research will have to be conducted before the full implica
tions of tho contact theory of intake of nutrients by plants becomes apparent, 
It may be said, ho1.-.rovcr, that another reason has been presented for emphasizing 
the limitations of existing knmvledge and t he difficulties tha t arise in 
devising methods for a:9praising the av.:dlabili ty of nutrients in the soil. 

Noi'l that I have outlined some problems of the movement of nutrients 
into the plant, it is in or1er to consider the present s tatus of knowledge as 
to the chemical elements tr~t are indispensable for plant growth. Not very 
many years ago the prevailing vi ew of s tudents of botany end of plant nutrition 
was that the plant r equired, ~n terms of absolute ~ssentiality, only 10 
chemical elements. These were carbon, l:ydrogen and oxygen and of soil origin, 
nitrogen, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, phosphorus and sulphur. Maze in 
France, about 1914, presented certain experimental evidence on the corn plant 
1-.rhich indicated that other chemical elements were s,lso essential, but his vie1:1s 
received no general s.cceptance at the time. Then came a period of reinvestiga
tion of this quest ion with the use of highly :refined t echnique. Generally the 
wat er culture method for grm·dng plant s i'las found t o b e best sui ted for the 
purpose . Nutrient salts, ev en of C. P. grade , 1'lere repurified, and wa t er for 
the cultures \V'as distilled and redistilled. i'li th these Rnd other precautions 
experiments were performed which gave perfectly clear results . The plants 
studied 'ltrould not g ro,., normally, or incleed might mnke scarcely any grot,rth at 
all, unless supplied i•rith small a.'Tlounts of boron, copper, manganese, and zinc, 
in addition t o the usually supplied nutri en t element s . Still further improve
ment of t echnique has enabl ed hro of my colleagues, ,.,i thin the past s ev eral 
years, to obtain evidence strongly supporting the viet<V that molybdenum is also 
one of the essential elements. 11e cannot say, l1owever, that t he li s t is closed. 
It can only be safely asserted, for an;;r particular set of experimental condi-
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tions, that chemical elements not deliberately added to tl1e culture medium are 
needed in q_uanti ties not greater than those unavoidably present as impurities. 
New refinements of techniq_ue in the future may disclose still other indispensa
ble chemicp.J. elementse In fact, even no\·J there a.re indications the1.t other 
elements m8.y be req_uired in minute q_utmtities, such as sodium, e.luminum and 
silicon. 

Perhaps some of you ~vould J.ike to raise the query as to 1t1hether the 
same elenents are indispensable for all species of higher plantso With regard 
to boron, zinc, copper, and manganese, this seems highly probable on the basis 
of existing kno'\'!ledge. The effects of deficiencies of these elements are so 
profound as to indicate that they play some universally vi tal role in the 
plant's metabolism. For two of the elements, boron and manganese, so many 
different botanical groups are represented in the investigations already made, 
that no valid objection can be entered to the extension of the conclusions to 
species of plants which have not been subject to actual experimental test. For 
that matter, it has not been sho\m by actual experiment on every species of 
plant tha,t potassium is an essential element, but v1e do not doubt ito It may be 
true, nevertheless, that some specific mineral req_uirements do exist 9 To cite 
one case, experiments have been made on certain leguminous plants that have en 
exceptional power to absorb the element selenium, and the suggestion has been 
proposed that these plants may req_uire selenium for their normal groNth, or 
at least that this element may have a highly beneficial effect. Incidentally, 
the selenium absorbed by the plent may 'be highly toxic to the animal which 
feeds on it. 

In the earlier phase of the investigation of elements req_uired by plants 
in minute q_uantity one might ,,,ell have doubted the practical value of the 
kno,,..rledge gained ·oy grm.,ing . plants in highly purified nutrient solutions. Was 
it reasonable that deficiencies of elements needed in such minute amounts '1-rould 
occur under ordinary crop conditions? 

Todc'W '"e can ans\•rer this q_uestion with certainty. In recent years 
reports have come from many parts of the world to the effect that in some 
localities nutritional crop diseases have been overcome by the use of boron, 
manga.YJ.ese, copper, or zinc, as the case may be. Most numerous are the reports 
of boron deficiencies.. As you kno1t: ' the sugar beet r..c>~ S re~ponded to boron 
applications in a considerable number of instances, and certain diseases of 
the beet are caused directly or indirectly by boron deficiencies . Excessive 
liming cr soils may apparently induce boron deficiency in some soils. On the 
other ha.YJ.d, in Californig, boron toxicity to crops may occur not infrequently 
because of too high content of boron in the irrigation water. It is one of 
the characteristics of elements of this t?pe that, \•rhile they are indispensable 
in minute q_uanti ty, they also readily pro·iuce injury to the plant at lo\-t con-
e en trati ons. 

It is, I think, entirely justifiable to conclude that the researches, 
in the laboratory and in the field, on chemical elements effective in minute 
amounts for plant gro1,.,rth, constitute one of the most important of modern 
adva..'1.ces in plant nutrition. We shoulcl be ahrays alert to the possibility that 
deficiencies of elements of this category may already exist or may develop with 
continued cropping . Yet a note of caution should be introduced. Not all 
soils , by any means, require the a ddition of boron , manganese , copper or zinc . 
And ,.men a need does exist :it r:1ay not necessarily follo\-t that the impurities 
present in some particular form of fertilizer ''rill be effective. The fixing 



pov.rer of the soil, or po,,•,er to render such elements inaccessible to the plant, 
may be such that far larger amounts may be required than would be furnished 
by impurities present in any standard fertilizero This point is well illus
trated in the treatment in CaJ.ifornia of the zinc deficiency disease of fruit 
trees known as 11 little leaf11 or 11 mottle leafo 11 Generally the treatment has to 
be made directly to the plant, as for example, by spraying ~nth zinc containing 
spray mixtures, because of the great expense and difficulty of soil treatment. 

I have made the effort in ~~e foregoing discussion to sketch-
necessarily inadeqi.l.ately -- some general principles and points of view applying 
to plant and soil interrelations ','lith the emphasis on the physiological approac..h. 
In the remainder of the paper, I shall outline certain problems in the same 
generetl field of study, but vJith the emphasis on the soil. 

In the fertilization of a soil, \IJ'e are often inclined to think that \ve 
are adding certe,in nutrients, or 11 plant fooc1s ,tt and thereby increasing the 
supply ready for absorption by the plant in proportion to the amounts added. 
This ':JOUld only bB true if \ve actied the fertilizer to a . totally inert medium. 
But the s oil is far from an inert mediwno As soon as a fertilizer is added to 
it the system is disturbed and many chemical reactions t~~e place, and more 
sloc·rly, microbiological effects manifest themselves. In the laboratory with 
\olrhich I am associated 9 and in mony others, during recent years the old problems 
of fixation of potassium and. phosphate by soils have been re-examinedo On some 
of the theoretical aspects of these problems an entire reorientation has 
occurred because of ne'" discoveries on the nature of soil colloids. Until 
comparatively fe;" years ago soil colloicls and colloids in general, were regarded 
simply as matter in a very fine state of division \'lith great development of 
surface. They v<ere thoug11t of as essentially e.morphous. Then came the applica
tion of a nev1 tool of research, at least nmil to the field of roil science -- the 
X-ray diffraction analysis., The X-rays employed are of such short \IJ'ave length 
that they can be reflected. from planes of atoms and giYe evidence of the arrange
ment of these atoms by effects produced on photogr8_P hie films. Examined in this 
way, many preparations of soil colloids were sho1.vn to be crystalline in the · 
sense that the a toms are arranged according to definite patterns, determined by 
the lavrs of valence. Fund.oJllental building units in these crystalline colloids 
are oxygen, silicon and aluminum. They are present in electrically charged 
form or crystal lattice ionso I can do more tJ:o.an 'bring this development to 
your attention. Its adequate discussion would reQuire a long period and the 
authority of a specialist in this field of work. I may add that the s tudy of 
the crystal structure of soil colloid.s is no\v becoming one of tne active fields 
of research in soil science and a number of investig~tors in Europe and America 
have published reports during the rast few years~ 

The whole field of soil and plant interrelations has been illumined by 
the ste:1dy gro1vth of our understanding of the phenomena of base exchange in 
soil colloids~ \'le can nO\v perceive a c erta in unity in the reactions of diverse 
types of soil, which before seemed to have no relation to each other. Many 
features of acid soils of humid regions and alkali soils of arid. regions are 
both explicable in terms of theories of base replacement. In the one case 
calcium ions have been displaced to a greater or lesser degree by hydrogen ions; 
in the other by sodium ions, '-"ith all the impc:vta.nt consequences, theoretical 
and practical, of such ionic interchanges. Researche s on base exchange have 
had a profound influence on liming practices and on methods of reclaiming alkali 
soils, or of preventing their formation. Guided by the principles of base 
exchange, my colleague, Dro Kelley, J:o~s successfully reclaimed black alkali soil, 
which twenty years a go seemed hopeless of c hange to a crop bearing soil. 

-------------- - - - -------- -
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In the realm of fertilizer practice we are concerned l1i th the fate of 
potassium and \;re kno1.,r that this element vrhen added to the soil may -oecome fixed 
and displace equivalent quantities of other ' bases, calcium, magnesium and 
sodium, from the colloid system. The potassium so fixed 1.vill be ava ilable to 
roots \'!hen displaced. by hydrogen ions excreted by the roots as carbonic acid, 
within cartain limitations imposed by the degree of saturation of the colloid 
with potassium and the ~~ture of the other ions held by the colloido But the 
researches of recent years have ma~e it evident that the problem is more com
plex t}l..an these statements 11ould imply. In many soils of neutral or alkaline 
reaction potassium added to the soil may be fixed in what is called for conven
ience "non-exchangeable form." This means that after fixation the potassitm is 
displaced only 1rith greatest difficulty by chemical reagents and it may become 
only slightly available to the plant. Consequently all the potash fertilizer 
added to a soil and unused by the crop is not necesse.rily stored away in avail
able form for future cropso Also fixation in either replaceable or non-replace
able form will mean that roots developing below the zone of fixation will not 
benefit by the fertilizer application of potassium except to the degree, perhaps 
very slight, that potassium is released and moved do\mward. A practical problem 
arises then 'I'Tith deep rooted plants, lil':e fruit trees, if potassium fertiliza
tion of the soil is needed~ 

There is also the now v-rell confirmed and interesting observation that 
in some soils ·fixation of potassium in non~replaceable form is greatly 
accelerated by alternate wetting and drying the soil. 

If we deal with the potassiwn na ture..lly present in the soil in an 
effort to determine its availability by chemical procedures, \1re are faced by 
another complexity. As I have just indicated, potassium held by the soil in 
the so-called non-replaceable form may sometimes be large~y unavailable to the 
plant, but this is not necessarily truee There exist soils from which plant 
roots can extract potassium in reasonably adequate quantities and yet the chem
ist in the laboratory finds th~.t to ext:.·a ct · by chemical means similar quanti ties 
of potassium requires such drastic reagents, or so long a period of leaching, 
that the methods employed c~~not be interpreted as biologically significant. 
The contact phenomena of root 1vi th soil particles, together with the remarkable 
biological activity of the root in absorbing potassium, are involved in a 
system which has not $0 far been successfully imitated in t he test tube. We 
need then feel no surprise if a short-cut method of detenJining potassium avail
ability often fails to give us the inforlJJC'. tion 'ttv'S should like to have. A gr eat 
many soils have been examined in California by the l\feubauer method, 111hich 
determines the amount of potassium removed from a given weight of soil by rye 
seedlings . In many instances much more potassium is removed by the plants th~~ 
by chemical reagents usually employed in the laborato~J to determine potassium 
availability. 

Modern researche s on phosphate-fixation al so aid gr eatly in the clarifi
cation of the nature of the problem of availability of phosp}l..ate to the plant . 
The fixation of phosphate in the soil msy be classified in a general way into 
two types of :processes; fixation by chemical precipitation, vlith special 
reference to calcium phosphate , and adsorption fixation by colloids. The 
latter may imply a high degree of unava.ilabili ty to most crops , though the 
degree of saturation of the colloid with pho sphate is an important modifying 
f a ctor. In the category of colloid fixation of phosphate, new evidence has been 
obtained in the studi of kaolinitic colloid.s. Very finely divided ka\'Jlin 
possesses a remarkably high capaGity to fix phosphate and the phOBphate thus 
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fixed is not dissolved by acids of oru1r~ry strength, from the point of view of 
plant nutrition. Instead it is displaced by ~ydroxyl ions of an alkaline 
solution. A type of anion exchange takes place. The phosphate held by the 
colloid may also be displaced by certain organic acid anions, for example, 
by citric acid, not because of hydrogen-ion effects, out because of the charac
ter of the anion. Some colloidal iron compounds may exhibit similar reactions. 
Generally of greater importance, in soil systems governed by calcium and phos
phate equilibria, are complex buffer effects influencing the solution of phos
phate. 

The researches on the fixation of phosphate by soils have in themselves 
great interes t for the soil chemist, out in interpreting their meaning for 
crop production, again we must consider the \\'hole system, \vhich includes the 
plant. From the same soil one species of plant may secure an adequate supply 
of phosphate and another may make only feeble growth because of phosphate 
deficiencyo The reason for the differences is far from clear, out several 
factors r eadily suggest themselves. One is the length of the season for 
adsorption of phosphate-- for example -~ the period would be much longer for a 
fruit tree than for a barley plant. Then there are to be considered those 
internal phJrsiological factors \vhich determine the growth of roots and the 
number of contacts which can be made with colloidal particles of the soilo 
Since organic acids have a special property of displacing phosphate from certain 
colloidal complexes, the question follows if s ome typ es of plants secrete -- or 
leave as a residue from root decay -- organic acids in such kinds and amounts 
as to result in important increases in the supply of phosphate to the root 
system. Finally, some r ecent researches have dealt ;-ri th organic forms of phos
phate which may escape fixation in the soil. i'l:'1ether or not it is feasible to 
use organic phosphates as fertilizers, the relation of organic matter added to 
the soil to phosphate availability is important. All these questions of fixa
tion of phosphate and potash have a practical bearing on the methods of 
fertilizer application. A recent agricultural writer suggests that one of the 
greatest practical advances in plant nutrition is found in the studies on the 
proper placement of fertilizers~ 

I am not sure the plan of this discussion has been a wise one, but I 
have at least made the attemp t in this rapid survey to bring before you for 
further cons ideration aspects of investigati ons of soil and plant interrelations , 
'!Jhich seem to me to represent some significant approache s to the general problems 
of plant nutrition,. Perhaps much of 1·rha t I have said may appear to have little 
direct bearing on the subject of sugar beet production. Iviy 01m viev.r would be 
that the sugar beet industrJ does have a vi t al concern vi th researc..~es on basic 
principles of plant nutrition. It is true tha t the gro1:1ing of crops is not now, 
and pr esumably never \vill be, subject t o the precise control of a chemical 
factory. :But '"e still may entertain high hopes , on the bas is of past exp eri 
ences, that increasing scientific knov1l ectge in the fi eld of this di scus s ion 
'I'Iill not f a il in due time to yi eld economic re'.•Tards. I like to think also that 
those engaged in the groc·Iing and utilization of crops have an interest in the 
rela tion of the plant to its environment apart from considerations of economic 
gain. 


